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Abstract: The present econom
mic crisis has shaped
s
the worrld as
we know it, differently: the theories argguing the com
mplete
d
facee serious couunterrationality off economic decisions
arguments. Neeither a perfect market, goverrned by equilibbrium
and rationalitty, nor an ecoonomic field without
w
behaviooural
assumptions, is
i viable. Whenn making decisiions of all typess, and
especially finnancial ones, one must also
a
considerr the
behavioural appproach. Behavvioural econom
mics has changeed the
way the econnomists concepptualize today’s world. Releevant
features of hum
man behaviourr absent in so far
fa assessments have
been taken intto account. Behhavioural aspeects focus on huuman
behaviour andd thereby it shouuld be applied to
t all fields.
Key words: crrisis, rationalityy, psychology, debtors,
d
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
The globaalisation that staarted more thann 25 years agoo had,
in time, signifficant positive as well as neggative consequeences
on the econoomic and finanncial activity all
a over the world.
w
Recent empirrical researches show that the deepening and
intensificationn of financial fllows through innternational maarkets
brought unquuestionable bennefits to developing countriees by
triggering ecconomic growth and induccing a sustainnable
financial stability.
But, the positive effects of financial floows appear onlyy if a
number of preconditions
p
a
already
exist: a macroeconnomic
environment stimulating grrowth, structurral imbalancess are
mitigated; marrket mechanism
ms allow compeetition, a sustainnable
operational annd supervised financial
fi
system
m is set up, therre are
well establisshed financiall institutions and mechannisms,
domestic maarkets are gllobally integraated. Under such
circumstances, the domestic market allows the entry of heealthy
capitals and iss less vulnerablle to speculativve ones seekingg high
profits (Cerna et al., 2008). Nevertheless,
N
thhe globalizationn may
induce vulneraabilities by conntagion and impport of other maarkets
frailties. The interaction of
o markets also means a higher
h
exposure to riisks that are offten difficult too deal with, fueelling
instability alll over the woorld because of:
o risk contaagion,
information assymmetry, herdd behaviour, sppeculative attackks on
national curreencies and aree often leadinng to unsustainnable
imbalances.
The main identified deteerminants of thhe present finaancial
crisis lay in thhe subprime moortgages and thee credit crunchh. The
symptoms, thhough ignoredd, were obvious and similaar to
previous crisiis: increase off interest ratess, decline of stock
prices, unanticipated reductiion of prices innducing a reduuction
a
mortgage,, uncertainty, bank
of assets’ value, housing and
panic. But, beesides these detterminants, we think that therre are
several other behavioural
b
detterminants thatt triggered the credit
c
crunch and thee present crisis. Therefore, thee analysis shouuld go
beyond the em
mpirical data annd also consideer determinantss that
are not obvioous at first siight. Such an approach certtainly
requires the innclusion in thee analysis of various
v
factors like:
psychology, culture,
c
custom
ms and habits, historical
h
evoluution.
Certainly, thesse determinants may complette the picture of
o the
present crisis.

2. PSYCHO
OLOGICAL DETERMINANTS OF
F
THE
E ECONOM
MIC BEHAVIIOUR
Undoubtedly,
U
crises do not occur unless a number off
precconditions existt in the econom
mic and financiaal environment..
The tensions, accum
mulated in timee, lead to financcial turmoil andd
posssibly to crises,, built up starrting from relaatively obviouss
econ
nomic and financial determ
minants. But, the area off
determinants is larger,
l
includiing psycholog
gical, cultural,,
orical ones. Baasically, they caan be recogniseed according too
histo
the extent of asyymmetric inforrmation, mora
al hazard andd
adveerse selection noticeable oon one or seeveral marketss
(Misshkin,1992). Raationally, econoomists show thaat the economicc
decision making process depennds entirely on
o the markett
cond
ditions, on dem
mand and suppply, yields, riisk-profitabilityy
relattionship, etc. Inndeed, these arre truly specificc and not to bee
negllected determinnants for each economic estim
mate, but theyy
are not sufficient, since the finaal decision can
n ignore thesee
aspeects, and rely onn a less profitabble alternative, but one whichh
wou
uld fit the psycchological structure of the decision
d
maker..
Und
der these circum
mstances, the eeconomic behav
viour is not ann
optim
mum one. Thee most commonn example, alth
hough it is nott
treatted as an aspecct of behaviourral finance, is the
t “free rider””
attitu
ude. Presently,, researchers aadmit that the market has itss
boun
ndaries in influuencing the huuman behaviou
ur (Forbes W.,,
2009
9). Individuals’ standard econoomic behaviourr relies on threee
unreealistic aspects: boundless ratiionality, boundlless willpower,,
and boundless selflessness. The unrealissm of thesee
charracteristics risess from the factt that individuaals do not havee
unlim
mited capabilitties of processing information and, so, itt
cann
not be expectedd of them to acct optimally. This
T
means thatt
ratio
onality cannot be more thann a relative concept
c
whichh
conssiders the abiliities of each iindividual, in a world wheree
abso
olute rationalityy does not existt. One of the keey issues whenn
discu
ussing the finaancial crisis is tthe propensity to save vs. thee
prop
pensity to consuume and borrow
w. In this conteext, saving is a
proccess through which the inndividuals posstpone presentt
conssumption, in orrder to financiallly secure theirr future, in casee
of reetirement for exxample. The theeory of life cyclle shows that inn
the first
f
years of caareer, when therre is an expectaation of revenuee
grow
wth, there is a tendency
t
to usee a part of thesse revenues forr
savin
ngs, postponingg consumption,, while, towardss the end of thee
life cycle, because of the decreassing revenues, the
t tendency iss
reveersed. Nevertheless, often, peeople are not willing
w
to adoptt
such
h an attitude, prreferring to usee their revenuess for immediatee
conssumption. In order
o
to cover their increasin
ng needs, theyy
often
n engage in cosstly borrowing and agree to paay considerablee
interrest for the addvantage to gettting, immediattely, the goodss
they
y are aiming for,
f
or postponning other liab
bilities towardss
vario
ous creditors (suppliers,
(
bannks, tax admin
nistration, etc.)..
The influence of the psychologgical factor on
n the financiall
behaaviour draws thhe attention on a largely debateed situation: thee
relattionship debtorr-creditor. Thiis relationship is influencedd
stron
ngly by the attiitude of the debbtor regarding the
t payment off
the debts,
d
irrespecttive of the natuure of creditor (Summers
(
B. ett
al. 2005).
2
The debttor is influenceed, in his action
ns, by the levell

of liquidities of which he can dispose of and of his propensity
to pay or not his debts. In the case in which the payment of a
debt is postponed or refused, this means that such an action is
not regarded as the best allocation of resources, when there are
other alternatives for their engagement. The probabilities
associated to each alternative are important (for example, it is
up to the attitude of the lender if he will or will not initiate a
juridical action against the non paying debtor). As a result, it is
proven that the debtor’s past actions are determinant when
taking the decision. Another possible determinant is the near
closing date of the debt, the debtor’s attitude being determined
also by the maturity of the debt. The possibilities to negotiate
the debt and the eventual postponing of the payment are also
considered. If the debtor considers he can reach a favourable
agreement with his creditor, he will start such an action, unless
he assumes the consequences of not paying the debt. The
necessary time to decide whether to negotiate with the creditors
or ignore them is also considered. Subjective influencing
factors take into account the deviation of the debtor’s behaviour
from the rules society abides by. According to these rules, the
debtor evaluates the consequences of his attitude starting from
his perception regarding his power of control on external
events. The rules society abides by are accepted by the group or
by the community, especially those who are concerned by the
community’s perception regarding their attitude, the others
preferring a certain degree of deviation from these perceptions.
Moreover, the financial behaviour is influenced by the feeling
of belonging to a certain community. Also, the anticipated
negative emotions (fear, anxiety) in case of not paying the debt
or positive ones (satisfaction) in case of the debt’s restitution
are capable of guiding the future behaviour. The regret
triggered when starting one action or another or the reproach of
having adopted an unsuitable attitude may shape the debtor’s
attitude towards his creditor and, the anticipation of this feeling,
might change profoundly the debtor’s future behaviour.
Encouraging the feeling of regret when taking an action, might
incline the debtor to ignore any sort of counselling which would
determine him to act against his better judgement. When
selecting the available alternatives, the debtors consider,
mostly, the degree of control they have on a given situation. In
this context, the ability to determine the course of actions, selfsuggestion can play an important role in the debtor’s perception
regarding his abilities to negotiate with his creditors and to
reach the expected result. To these endogenous determinants a
number of exogenous factors are added, which consider also the
circumstances in which negotiations take place. These objective
factors are often more powerful in determining the future
behaviour then the subjective ones, especially when they favour
a certain action. Explaining the choice of an alternative
behaviour depends on the way the individual perceives the
situations in which he is involved in and which can be
influences by internal and external factors, stable and unstable,
specific and unspecific. Given these facts, it means that
individuals and managers act under bounded rationality
inducing unpredictability on markets and, what is more
important, lack of credibility, because they do not posses all the
necessary information and because they cannot predict the
outcomes of their actions. Therefore, one should grant greater
attention to the less obvious variables that determine decisions,
such as the behavioural ones because people are incapable of
taking optimal decisions and are bounded in many dimensions,
like: rationality, willpower and self-interest (Mullainathan S.,
Thaler R.., 2000).

3. LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM THE
PRESENT CRISIS
Though the present financial crisis (turned into an
economic one) is far from being solved, and no obvious
solutions can be given until the last part would have been

played, it is mandatory that the international community must
cooperate. The present crisis, rooted in the subprime mortgage
market, is the result of a number of risky and irrational
economic behaviour pursued, in time, by financial institutions,
public decision makers and individuals, all disregarding the
economic consequences of risks’ spreading through the open
markets. The accumulating tensions spread, by contagion, to
the whole world, eventually affect the global economy and the
living standards.
Still, a number of lessons can be learned: Firstly, the crisis
should not be treated emotionally but rationally, setting up a
smooth restoration of macroeconomic balance. Consumption
should be restored cautiously and preconditions for savings
should prevail in order to mitigate the lack of external funding.
Secondly, no financial institutions are “too big to fail” so,
prudential supervision of the financial markets should be
revisited and adjusted to present conditions. Last, but not least,
the credibility problem should be at the core of either of the
above approaches because the national as well as the
international financial system cannot function, in a global
environment, unless its conduct is transparent, accountable and
most of all promotes credibility among partners.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The behaviour models of individual choice could help
understand how financial decisions are made, how institutions
function, based on the financial needs of individuals. Because
real life situations are more about the concept of “bounded
rationality”, the behavioural approach introduces an
indispensable element when analysing decisions: the human
factor, which is incapable of taking a decision under strict
rationality. When analysing a situation as rational, one is only
attempting to simplify it and ignore complex factors which
would make the analysis much harder because it assumes
difficult to quantify determinants like emotions, desires, past
activity influences, morality, intuition, coercion, deception,
mistake, randomness. In complex situations, complex decisions
are made, which have little in common with rationality.
Unfortunately, real life decisions are not rational and cannot be
rationalized; therefore cannot be modelled throughout linear
models regressions. It is subject to constant change and
variation, to everyday surprise, both positive and negative; they
can alter all prior assumptions.
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